
The first long-range solar car



Partnering with the sun.



Clean mobility, 
everywhere

Lightyear is more than an 
ordinary car manufacturer. 
We are a tech company on 
a mission: to create clean 
mobility for everyone.

For centuries, humans have been living in balance 

with nature, using the energy of the elements to 

move forward. With the laws of physics as our 

guidelines and today’s technologies as our tools, 

we have created the world’s first long-range 

solar car.

We partnered with the sun and developed 

Lightyear One.





Carefree range

Having started from scratch, Lightyear One is 

engineered from a radically different perspective. 

Our focus on performance pushes us to optimise 

safety and efficiency in every aspect.

 

By following not convention, but the laws of nature, 

we are able to get the most out of every ray of 

sunlight and every joule. With a fully charged 

battery, depending on where you drive and how, 

Lightyear One is able to reach a range of up to 

800 kilometres.

Exceptional
range

Range (WLTP)

725 km

Aerodynamic coefficient

<0.20

* With maximum use and circumstances



Effortless 
energy

Lightyear One 
charges itself

The roof and hood of Lightyear One 

comprise of five square metres of 

integrated solar cells encased in 

safety glass. It is strong enough 

for a fully grown adult to walk on 

without causing a dent.

Lightyear One charges itself 

whenever the roof absorbs daylight. 

No matter whether you’re driving or 

parked, the solar cells add up to 

12 kilometres of range per hour. 

Amsterdam yearly solar range

7.000 km

Active solar area 

5,04 m2

Ultimate charging speeds

Solar (max)       12 km range/h

3.7kW at 230V       35 km range/h

7.4kW       70 km range/h

22kW at public       209 km range/h

60kW at fast charging       570 km range/h

No other car gives you more freedom and adaptability 

than one capable of providing its own energy.



Drive
anywhere

Four in-wheel motors

Lightyear One has four in-wheel motors,  

providing power when and where needed.  

Working independently, they improve  

traction control on various surfaces and  

maximise efficiency.

Independent motors

4 in-wheel

Ground clearance

> 20 cm



Interior
design

Interior that breathes freedom 

Lightyear One’s interior is created for comfort 

and designed with people in mind. By carefully 

combining sustainable materials with technology, 

functionality and simplicity become a part of 

everyday life. Together, they form a space that 

breathes freedom and elevates Lightyear One’s 

essence: efficiency.

Key interior features

5 passenger, 3 rear seats

Heated front & rear seats

Heated steering wheel

Over the air software updates

Android Auto & Apple CarPlay

Digital instrument cluster

Infotainment

220V discharge outlet





Reserve
Lightyear One

Tax advantages in the Netherlands



Warranty

Warranty period       8 years

LTE connectivity        at least 10 years

Roadside assistance       24/7 

Alternative transport in case of breakdown      24 hours

Always charging in the sun. 
Longest range. Most sustainable.
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